Golf Scramble Rules
The lowest score after 9 or 18 holes wins
Gameplay
● This version can be played with the normal overhand toss or using a club to chip the ball
(more challenging). If you chip the ball, it does not need to bounce on the ground
● Distance and set up is the same as the normal game of DELU
● The game is played as 9 or 18 “holes”, whichever players decide
● A hole consists of 3 “shots” by each player. Each ball they toss/chip is one shot.
● Players alternating shots like in a normal game of DELU
● At the end of each hole, the player takes their best shot and adds that to their score. You
only get one score per hole. This is golf scoring, so you want the lowest score
Scoring
● No points - Double Bogey = +2
● 1 point slot - Bogey = +1
● 2 point slot - Par = +/- 0
● 3 point slot - Birdie = -1
● 4 point slot - Eagle = -2
● DELU Hole - You won the Masters! Automatic win and the round is over
Example: On the first hole, the player with the green balls lands one in the 3 point slot, one in the
2 point slot, and one in the 1 point slot. Their best shot was the 3 point hole, so they would get a
birdie, and their score would be -1. If the player with the blue balls lands two balls in the 1 point
slot and misses the board with the last ball, they would get a bogey, so their score is +1. The
green player has the lead through the first hole. Continue this scoring for all 9 or 18 holes.
Winning
● The player with the lowest score after the set number of holes wins
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(more challenging). If you chip the ball, it does not need to bounce on the ground
● Distance and set up is the same as the normal game of DELU
● The game is played as 9 or 18 “holes”, whichever players decide
● A hole consists of 1-3 “shots” by each player at their choice. Each ball they toss/chip is
one shot. One player takes all of their shots before it is the next player's turn
● The player’s score is always determined by their last shot. A player can choose to take 1,
2, or 3 shots on each hole depending on what they score and their strategy
Scoring
● No points - Double Bogey = +2
● 1 point slot - Bogey = +1
● 2 point slot - Par = +/- 0
● 3 point slot - Birdie = -1
● 4 point slot - Eagle = -2
● DELU Hole - You won the Masters! Automatic win and the round is over
Example: On the first hole, the player with the green balls lands their first shot in the 2 point slot
for a par. They want to take another shot to try and score something better. They land it in the 3
point slot. They are happy with that score and finish that hole at -1 with a birdie in only two
shots. Now the player with the blue balls plays the first hole. Their first shot misses the board.
Their second shot lands in the 3 point slot. They are very competitive and want to try to land it in
the 4 point slot for an Eagle on the first hole. They miss the board with their last shot and end up
getting +2 with a Double Bogey on the hole. The green player leads through the first hole.
Winning
● The player with the lowest score after the set number of holes wins

